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Data is the new Oil

AI is the new electricity









“Machine learning is the science of giving computers the ability to learn and find insights 

without explicitly programming the computers on what to do. AI is the science of making 

computers emulate human decision-making and learning processes” Wikipedia



Technology is 
exponential 
but humans 
are linear

“Whatever is very simple for a human is very hard for a computer, 
 and whatever is very hard for a human is simple for a computer”

Hat-tip to Hans Morajec









#hellven



IF and HOW? WHY and 
WHO?



Who is ‘Mission 

Control’ as far as the 

ethical use of 

technology is 

concerned?   



Ethics will become the #1 challenge|opportunity for marketers 



The more connected we become the more important our ethical frameworks will be 



As everything moves into the cloud, who will be accountable, and who is in charge?

Algorithms over Androrithms?

Convenience over consciousness?



This isn’t just about privacy or security - it’s about what makes (keeps) us human









Balance



How will you reach people 

without……overreaching?



Datamining                                                     DataMyning                             



Advertising technology: focus on the magic, discourage the manic, ban the toxic!









Amazing?  

Useful? 

Convenient?  

Strange? 

Creepy? 

Confusing?



How much technology is  
too much technology?



A key ‘Future Principle’: more intelligence must be always be balanced by more humanity!









How computable are we? 

Organisms = Algorithms? 





Machine intelligence is  

NOT like human 

intelligence



Most of what we call AI is really just ‘IA’.  Don’t confuse a clear view with a short distance!
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Machine Thinking 

Automation Bias 

Manipulation 

De-skilling 

Deception 



 Reduce the fear  

Keep the caution

Focus on safety  

and human benefits



What is the Future of Work?



Anything that can be digitized, automated or virtualized, will be. But anything that cannot will become extremely valuable 



 Machines don’t do relationships



Skill-shifts towards ‘the creatives’ and the ‘right brain’
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Computers are for answers, humans are for questions!



For now, our biggest issue 

is not that machines will 

take over but that we 

might become too much 

like them!



Key take-aways

1. Technology is exponential but humans are linear: don’t just ask IF technology can do something, but WHY! 

2. Data is the new oil, and AI is the new electricity: regulation is a certainty. Lead in dataMYning? Moral-Ware? 

3. Digital Ethics is becoming the #1 challenge-opportunity for marketers: focus on magic, ban the toxic. Lead. 

4. The end of routine is a certainty: the future of work is to be more human, not less. EQ not just IQ. New skills! 

5. Machines don’t do relationships: technology is not what we seek but how we seek. Efficiency is for robots.



Embrace technology 
but don’t become it!



Thanks for your time! 
Now, let’s talk.


